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   			T70	Laser	signal	wiring	method&Notes 
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Notice� 
        1� 48V 30A  power supply required grounding    

2� Note the dust protection of the laser output window. Prevent the lens from 
burning due to dust particles. Especially the way laser output window faces up. 
3)  Be careful to prevent backward reflection,any backward reflection can cause 
laser damage. 
4）  We suggest that the front and back end of the laser shouldn’t be all fixed at the 

same         time, avoid the deformation of the cavity of the laser cavity due to the stress 
caused by the heat expansion and shrinkage of the material 

5� The fan is inhaled, there must be sufficient space(greater than 3CM)around the 
radiator to heat the air,clean the fan in time to ensure good ventilation. 

 
     If there are any problems during the usage of the laser, please contact us for your 
timely solution. 
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Common questions and answers during Laser use 
  
Question 1: The laser may fail to start properly after being laid aside for a period of time. Why 
does this problem arise, how to solve it when it happens?  
Answer: If the laser tube was laid aside for a long time, when use it again,the laser module 
may not be able to start preionization properly.Under this situation,the electronic circuit of the 
laser module may test a high degree  back reflection voltage, which will cause SWR fault 
(Laser OK Fault) so the laser can’t start work normally. When you start to use  the laser tube 
after putting aside for a long time , it is advised to set the duty cycle of Modulation Signal less 
than 10% frequency less than 25KHz,this operation can avoid trigger SWR Fault. When a 
SWR fault already ocurred,you can add the Modulation Signal to the laser tube, the electronic 
circuit will send a Secondary ionization pulse which can help the laser tube heating up.  
 
Question 2：When the laser module start to work ,it needs a certain of time for preionization 
reason. If we send modulation signal to the laser,could it speed up the preionization ?  
Answer : No, it couldn’t . The preionization function was accomplished by the preionization 
electronic circuit .Once the power was connected to the laser, the preionization start to work. 
Adding more modulation signal to the laser can’t make the laser tube finish preionization 
status earlier.  
 
Question 3: Do the fans and heat sink of the air cooling lasers need to be cleaned up 
regularly ?  
Answer: Yes, they do . Because the dust in the air may adhere to the fans and heat sink 
after the fans run for a period of time, which will greatly decrease the ventilation effect of 
the heat sink,more serious and irreparable damage may occur if the heat can’t be 
ventilated properly.  
 
Question 4: What will happen when the laser module is in overheating protection? How 
to handle it when it happens? 
Answer: If the laser module triggers heat protection,it will stop working.When it 
happens,the user should do these work : 1. turn off the laser power. 2. For water cooling 
type laser tubes, Inspect if the water cooling machine is normally working or not. 3.For 
the air cooling type laser tubes, inspect if the fans are normally working or not.  4. Inspect 
if the fans and heat sink of the air cooling laser should make a cleaning. 5. Check if there 
is enough ventilation space around the air cooling laser. 6. When the above problems 
happen, you should wait and don’t turn on the laser tube until the laser tube temperature 
drops to normal level.  
Question 5:  After the laser tube is powered on,why the control foot can’t suspend in the 
air or stay in high impedance state?  
Answer: When the power is put through,the laser tube gets right to work. But if the 
control foot is suspended in the air or stay in high impedance state, the electrical level of 
the control foot is in unknown status,it may lead to these problems: 1. the control foot 
may get high noise signal, which will damage the laser tube. 2.If the control foot gets 
unknown high level voltage,the laser tube may release laser beam unexpectedly,which 
will harm the safety of the operator.  
 
Question 6: Could we make pin 7 (Control Enable) as the signal modulation port to 
modulate laser beam output? 
Answer : No, it couldn’t . Pin 7 is the laser tube’s Control Enable, turning on and off too 
frequently will cause damage to the laser module. The switching frequency of this signal 
pin should keep less than 200Hz.  
 
Question 7: What problems must we pay attention to during the storage and transport 
process ? 
Answer : First, during the storage and transport process,please make sure the cooling 



water stored inside the laser tube has been dried up completely. We recommend Purity 
99.95% dry nitrogen to blow dry. If not,the remained cooling water may cause irreparable 
damage to the laser tube. Secondly, the beam output window should be sealed during 
storage and transport process, in case the beam output window being polluted. Thirdly, in 
order to prevent the unexpected impact to damage the laser tube, please handle it gently 
during storage and transport. At the same time , please make sure the water pipe of the 
laser tube doesn’t bear force,in case to prevent the water pipe shape distortion.  
 
Question 8: What are the requirements for the use of the laser? 
Answer:1）Environmental temperature should be kept at 5 � to 40 � when necessary to use 
air conditioner . 

2）Environmental cleanliness,in the case of the laser without external dustproof equipment, 
high dust degree will cause the laser window to burn out. 

3) Environment humidity requires the phenomenon of non condensation of laser. 
4) Environmental acid-base degree keeps neutral. 

 
Question 9 : If the laser output window lens is polluted, how should we handle it? can we 
wipe it with a cotton swab? 
Answer :No. Wiping with a cotton swab will further damage the lens. If only a small 
amount of particles is attached to the front lens, and the lens coating film has not been 
burned, you can try to blow the lens with 99.95% pure nitrogen. When testing the lens,it 
is necessary to pull out the power line. 
 
Question 10: If you know the size of the spot, how do you choose the size of the lens in the 
light path? 
Answer: The size of the lens in the external optical path should be twice as large as the 
actual spot size. 
 
Question 11: What is the reason for the enough output power of the laser, but the low power 
of the processing terminal? 
Answer: In this case, it is usually caused by high energy loss in the optical path of the laser, 
Users should check the following points: 
1) Whether the size of the external optical path lens and the size of clear aperture are big 
enough 
2) Whether the quality of lens of external optical path is qualified, the loss rate of a single lens 
must not exceed 3%. 
3) Whether the lens of external optical path is contaminated or damaged. 
4) Whether the external optical path has been correctly aligned. 
 
Question 12 : What should be done when the laser is low or unstable during use?  
Answer : In this case, the user should check the following items first: 
1) Use the multimeter to measure the voltage of the DC power supply of the laser. 
2) Measuring the DC power output of the laser with an oscilloscope has great fluctuation or 
not.  
3) Use an oscilloscope to measure the control signal to the laser is normal or not . 
4) Whether the water cooling machine of water cooled laser is normal and the flow rate 
conform to the requirements.  
5) Check whether the cooling fan and heat sink of the air cooled laser are in normal condition 
or not. 
 
Question 13 : The surface of the laser has a lot of sealing labels.what is the function of the 
label? 
Answer : Each laser has a seal label. Please protect the seal label. If the sealing label is 
damaged, the laser will not receive the proper warranty service. 
 
Question 14 : What is the guarantee condition of the laser? 
Answer : In the warranty period if the laser output index is lower than the commitment 
made by Beijing Dawei laser technology co.,ltd ,the user can enjoy free warranty service. 
But it does not include damage to the laser caused by human reasons or due to improper 
use, and the seal label needs to be kept intact. 



 
 


